Case Study

IMPROVING CUSTOMER
RETENTION AND
PROFITABILITY
FOR A REGIONAL PROVIDER OF WIRELESS SERVICES

By applying advanced techniques for modeling and visualizing customer records,
Elder Research created a combined data and text mining solution to increase marketing efficiency and reduce churn. The model improved targeted messages which
resulted in higher profitability for nTelos, a regional mobile phone carrier.

The Challenge
INDUSTRY
» Telecommunications
BUSINESS NEED
» Reduce the rate of
customer churn at nTelos
SOLUTION
» Utilized both
quantitative and
qualitative text
information to identify
possible churners
BENEFIT
» Better targeted
messages and customer
interventions improved
profitability
“Elder Research worked with
us to understand our entire
business process, which affected improvement across
the entire company. Their
models allowed us to prioritize our work with customers. We learned how to look
at different combinations of
characteristics and know how
to act.”
Belinda Rushing,
Manager for Strategic
Planning, nTelos
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Competition in the wireless telecommunications industry is intense. To maintain
profitability, wireless carriers must control churn, or the loss of subscribers to other
carriers.
Churn had caused nTelos’s market share and profitability to decline dramatically. In
an effort to reverse that trend, management had acquired a sophisticated analytical software package and supporting consulting services from a leading technology firm. However, after many months, the results had been unsatisfactory.
As a result, nTelos hired Elder Research to help identify the causes of its high churn
and implement actions to reduce it.

The Solution
Analyzing wireless carrier churn is a complex analytical challenge. Many variables
are involved, some of which are difficult to measure accurately as the percentages
of change are small. A broad spectrum of analytical techniques must be expertly
applied to ensure accurate data and prescribe effective corrective actions.
Because of the complexity of the assignment, Elder Research implemented a
multi-step approach.
Corrected Analytical Software
Deficiencies
Shortly after beginning, Elder Research
addressed installation issues with the
analytical software purchase so that it
performed satisfactorily.
Conducted Research to Understand
the Problem and the Data
Elder Research worked with subject-matter experts from nTelos to
under
stand the business benefit of
potential outcomes, the costs of different types of errors in classification,

“Elder Research brought the expertise we lacked to solve our problem. Once they got a handle on our
processes, they were able to look at
some of the data differently, in ways
that we had never considered. They
gave us insight as to why certain populations leave us. This let us run more
focused marketing campaigns with
better results. In effect, they showed
us a smaller pond with more fish in it.”
Frank Fenneran
Senior Research Analyst, nTelos
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the sources of data available, and the actions possible
given predictions. Inside each data source of value,
care
ful attention was paid to the type, meaning and
valid ranges of each factor.
Improved the Accuracy of Input Data
The data audit by Elder Research revealed serious flaws in
the input data which made it unsuitable for analytic purposes. To improve the data, Elder Research created and
employed custom data-verification software to ensure
that the data met the accuracy standards required by predictive models.
Employed Predictive Modeling to Reduce Churn
Elder Research built predictive models connecting churn
to key variables, such as the nature of the customer’s contract, the length of time remaining on the contract, the
customer’s credit score, the type of plan, the number of
roaming minutes used, and the region of the country.
These analyses enabled Elder Research to assign “mostlikely-to-leave” scores to nTelos’s customers and predict
90 days in advance which ones would churn. The call center could then target high-risk customers with appropriate incentives for a positive intervention.
The new predictive model proved to be 2.5 times more effective than the client’s previous methods for churn. Further,

the new models prioritized likely churners so that intervention was twice as effective as before.
Incorporated Call Center Knowledge into Models
Realizing that the comments from customers recorded by
the company’s call center could provide useful predictive
data, Elder Research began mining this text information
for predictive probabilities. The team also depicted this
statistical data visually in tag clouds, graphic images that
correlate keywords used by customers with their ultimate
actions.
The illustration below shows a tag cloud for phone customers who churned voluntarily (i.e., they made their own
decision to terminate their services and were not forced to
do so for non-payment or other reasons). The word blackberry appears in large green type, which indicates that it
is frequently mentioned by customers in this category but
is not strongly correlated with churn. On the other hand,
the word iphone is in smaller, red type, which indicates
that it is infrequently used but strongly correlated with
this category of churn. (At the time, nTelos did not offer
the iPhone.)
The “likelihood to churn” models were then enhanced by
adding information from call center conversations. Mining
this text enriched the features available to the models and
enabled Elder Research to increase the targeting effectiveness by a further 3.1 percent.

Tag cloud for voluntary customer churn. Words that are used more frequently
appear in larger type, and words with stronger correlations appear in dark red.
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Tracked Results with a “Test-and-Learn” Strategy
Once the predictive models were developed and deployed, a test-and-learn strategy was implemented using
control groups to evaluate marketing strategies and monitor model performance.
This strategy unexpectedly revealed that customers who
were due for contract renewal were more likely to churn
if they received voicemail messages from call center operators. Upon inquiry, it was discovered that operators
were essentially reminding customers that their contract
was about to expire. Management changed the call center
script so that new savings opportunities were mentioned
instead, and churn decreased substantially.
Conducted “Survival Analysis” to Identify Trends
Survival analysis looks beyond individual customers
to identify larger-scale trends. Using this technology,
Elder Research was able to show nTelos that customers
who prepaid for services by an automatic debit
arrangement were less likely to churn than customers
who prepaid by credit card, and far less likely to
churn than customers who paid with cash (as shown

Survival analysis based on payment method

in the Survival Analysis chart above). Based on this
information, management modified its prepayment
plans to encourage automatic debits, and churn decreased
for this category.

Results
Measurements conducted using statistically significant
control groups for multiple categories of customers
showed that Elder Research’s services in software development, data refinement, analytical measurement, and
problem solving decreased nTelos’s churn from 3.5 percent to 2.9 percent — the lowest level in years.

Based on data derived from the control group methodology used in the test-and-learn strategy, it is estimated that
the implementation of Elder Research’s predictive model
boosted that year’s annual profits for nTelos by more than
$1 million.

Customer Information
nTelos Wireless is a leading provider of wireless commu
nications services to consumers and businesses in seven
mid-Atlantic states. Based in Virginia, the company has

approximately 400,000 subscribers and annual revenues
in excess of $400 million. In 2016, nTelos was acquired by
Shentel, a Sprint affiliate based in the Shenandoah Valley.

About Elder Research
Elder Research is a recognized leader in the science,
practice, and technology of advanced analytics. We have
helped government agencies and Fortune Global 500®
companies solve real-world problems across diverse industries. Our areas of expertise include data science, text
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and technical teaching. With experience in diverse projects and algorithms, advanced validation techniques, and
innovative model combination methods (ensembles),
Elder Research can maximize project success to ensure a
continued return on analytics investment.
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